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A system`s reliability during the early stage of design is an important 
issue for consideration. For any engineering system to be of standard it 
must meet certain reliability goals. These reliability goals can be 
achieved by assigning reliability requirements of individuals’ 
subsystem to obtain complete system reliability. These reliability 
allocation to be considered based on engineering factors appear more 
practical functional and crucial at the early stage of design and 
development of items. 
In this paper we shall be considering the factors of influence approach 
under the hybrid method. These factors of influence affecting system 
reliability are complexity/time, the environment, cost, state-of-the-art 
and criticality of failure. 
This method aims at exposing each factor of influence and how each 
affects the reliability of overall system if not properly taken into 
consideration at various industries. 
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Introduction:- 
The reliability of any system is most crucial and cannot be over-emphasized as lives and property depends in the 
satisfactory functionality of any system over specified conditions and period of time.  
 
The value of reliability depends on the reliability on both the reliability of a component and its corresponding 
position in the system. Reliability allocation is a decisive step in product design and development in assigning 
requirements to individual subsystems. These requirements are obtainable and agreed upon by each design group at 
various level and location. For a system to be designed for a targeted reliability, a reliability goal must be set putting 
in consideration its system`s behaviour, failure effect and order of improvement (Yadav, 2014). 
 
Other importance for setting reliability goals are to map out improvement avenues on the basics of real potential or 
crucial information for the reliability improvement. The focus of reliability allocation is to allocate the target 
reliability to be equal to all the subsystem or components. (Ebeling, 2008). 
 
Reliability Allocation is a tactical task during system design and development process of any engineering system. 
Due to its delicate nature in application at the early stage of the design some factors have to put into check in order 
to obtain the specified target level of reliability desired. This brings about the implementation of adequate reliability 
allocation method where the target reliability allocation method where the target reliability system is carefully 
allocated its constituent subsystem appropriately.(Sriramdas, 2014). Kim et al (2013), proposed a method that 
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assigns lower reliability goals to a subsystem already having lower failure frequency. This proportion shows that the 
current level of reliability is greater than the assigned reliability target. This occurs as a result of regular severity 
rating over failure frequency in the model. 
 
Karmiol (2007) postulated the historical information to derive reliability allocation weight. The factors considered 
by karmiol are operating time, state-of-the- art, subsystem intricacy, and criticality.  Bracha, 2011 has similar factors 
for consideration to obtain reliability weight; the four factors considered by Bracha are state-of-the-art, system 
complexity, operating time and the environmental conditions. Another method called ARINC was used to obtain 
reliability allocation weight by providing quantitative information for obtaining the allocating weights. 
 
Richard and Thomas (2012) established target reliability to pursuit practical method in improving reliability 
components. In this approach he analyzed the affiliation of a product components quality through warranty cost. He 
postulated that  components that fail frequently or have warranty expenses or both will have a corresponding higher 
warranty burden .His work was to improve reliability allocation by reduction of failure rate of each subsystem in 
proportion to the relative fraction of warranty cost due to that subsystem.  Recent works were carried out on an 
approach for reliability allocation considering failure analysis generated data from warranty data. This method made 
use of criticality related information as determinant for reliability allocation and also failure frequency and its 
occurrence rating is captured in the model follows linearity assumption (Afolalu et al., 2017) 
 
Kuo and Prasad (2013) prepared an overview of the method developed to be efficient in calculating various 
reliability issues.    Yadav, (2014) proposed to capture product behaviour through three dimensional analysis and 
dependency of a complex functionality in a physical system. Itabashi and Yadav (2014) used FMEA criticality 
analysis for reliability allocation. The multiplication of these occurrence and severe rate for the calculation of the 
criticality is based on linearity assumptions.  In this postulation, assigning system reliability target level to 
subsystems in proportion of allocating weights, there must be appropriate assigning of lower reliability target to few 
subsystems rather than current level reliability.  
 
State -of- the-art:- 
This deal with the length of time a working system has lasted for and its present performance considered in 
determining further improvement to be made on a component even if the reliability is appropriated lower than 
desired. For components of higher degree of state-of-the-art the greater the possibility of such item or component to 
have undergone series of failure analysis or corrective maintenance activities for a length of time (Yadav 2014) but 
items with initial high reliabilities can be further improved economically. In order to obtain higher degree of state-
of-the-art improvement, there are a lot of subsystems selected. So the higher the state-of-the-art the higher the 
reliability and hence the lower the failure rate.  
 
Maintenance:- 
A subsystem or parts where regularly maintenance is carried out it monitor the overall operating of the overall 
system to avoid unexpected breakdown or failure during the overall functioning of the entire system. The higher the 
rate of maintenance the higher the availability of that system when demanded (Adetunji et al., 2015). Thus the 
higher the availability the greater possibility for apportioning relatively lowers reliability corresponding to higher 
failure rate.  
 
Criticality of Failure:- 
This is a degree of failure that occurs in any system whose failure could threaten human life, the system`s 
environment or organizational existence if it is not in a satisfactory good condition. Every system has its own failure 
criticality where the failure of such components or part spells disaster and danger to the overall system (Abioye et 
al., 2017). The factor of influence method is based on the notion that the factors affect the system reliability for 
example the failure of some other auxiliary parts or component in an airplane may not be crucial or critical is the 
failure of Engine (Dhilon 2006). A functional critical subsystem should be allocated a reliability target. The proper 
placement of system is allocated a reliability target. The proper placements of system to their relative criticality of 
failure are based on two parameters: the failure effect of the functional group of system, frequency of failure 
(Orisanmi et al., 2017). 
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Complexity and Time factor:- 
This relates the amount of subsystems parts and the corresponding relative operational time or working time during 
the functional period of an overall system when considering the reliability allocation a minimal amount of 
subsystem should be viewed and it must be simple as possible to detect a failure that may occur in the overall system 
reliability. In allocating the number of subsystems desired, the appropriate operating time for the system is 
determined and is lower than the overall mission time of the entire system. In this factor of complexity it is not easy 
to achieve the target reliability for a subsystem with greater complexity. Complexity has a huge impact on reliability 
allocation. The higher the complexity, the higher the failure rate of the subsystem. (Sriramadas and Yadav 2014) 
 
Cost:- 
Cost is important factor to be considered for system reliability. For a larger system there is a high increment in cost 
for an improved reliability. So the higher the reliability allocated to the components the lower the failure rate and the 
higher the maintenance cost. For a subsystem to be costly a relatively lower value of reliability is expected to be 
allocated. (Sriramadas, 2014).The demonstration of a high value reliability is of a reduced cost when viewed at the 
long run, The higher the reliability improvement cost the lower the apportioned target (Salawu et al., 2018) 
 
Hybrid method:- 
This method considers the combination of 2 approaches which are similar familiar systems method and the factors 
of influence method. The basic of each approach is to incorporate benefit of reliability allocation on system (Dhillon 
2006). The foundation for similar familiar system method is designer`s familiarity with similar systems and 
subsystem especially during allocation process. During this process of allocation of an item used failure data 
collected from similar subsystem and system from various sources. The demerit in this approach is to conclude that 
life cycle cost and product reliability of similar design are the same. This method has not been frequently applied in 
engineering like the other like fuzzy method, ARINC etc. 
 
The Application of Hybrid Method in Concurrent Engineering Environment:- 
 Concurrent Engineering is a systematic approach to the concurrent design of products and their related processes, 
including manufacture and support. Concurrent Engineering is a method of product design and development where 
the stages of production run simultaneously instead of after each other (Oyinbo et al., 2015). This environment time 
to market is affected and the development of product as well; thereby causing improved productivity and at minimal 
cost. Concurrent Engineering also known as simultaneous Engineering has a long term benefit.  This method looks 
into possible problems that may arise from selection of processes and suppliers in concurrent Engineering towards 
product development (Bopana 1997).The early design stage processes and suppliers is challenging due to not 
enough actual evaluating parameters. 
 
This method helps in decision making model by sampling both quantitative and qualitative method to obtain the best 
option of processes and suppliers to be implemented in Concurrent Engineering Environment (Shahrokhi 2011). To 
help select processes and suppliers best for this field some parameters like cost, quality of design, operating time has 
to be considered. This model allocates specific amount of products to be ordered to each supplier with a degree of 
buyers` demand capacity and supplier`s capacity to be deliberated. In Concurrent Engineering the safety of product 
is the most paramount factor, therefore for each component the quality of the components/ parts, proposed assembly 
process assembly cost, and time of assembly are information or data to be processed (Benard 2011). 
 
Conclusion:- 
The hybrid method  is very useful in existing systems where the objectives is to identify and further improve upon 
product reliability and design and development processes thereby increasing reliability goals for components and 
subsystem it provides a more realistic and effective reliability allocation approach considering potential for 
improvement. The consideration of non-linear phenomena in severity rating and failure rate to capture potential for 
reliability improvement has significantly improved the effectiveness of this method over other methods. The 
reliability improvement target allocation method ensures each subsystem gets improvement target assigned in 
proportion of potential for improvement as well as exposes technological difficulty in achieving improvement goals 
when negative failure rate target is assigned. This paper proposes a realistic reliability allocation approach by taking 
into account the potential for reliability improvement, improvement impact on failure severity, and the degree of 
difficulty associated with reliability improvement efforts required to achieve given reliability goals. There is a 
common synchrony within design community that the further improvement in reliability for a highly reliable system 
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requires more intense efforts and hence costs more than benefits resulting through reliability improvement as 
compared to system with higher failure rate. 
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